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Abstract
Background: In recent times, the use of car is growing every day. Hence, following the traffic
guidelines are taken into consideration to be the predominant component. If the individual does
not obey any rules they need to be punished. The prototype of this paper can be like the police
can view and take a look at the details consisting of license, coverage that are stored and
maintained with the aid of RTO admin. Police can simply view the details of the given variety
plate. The quantity plate of the automobile will be in rectangular shape, the best strategies are
used which include Non-Max Suppression for recognising the nice bounding field i.e.,
detecting the numberplate of the car. Subsequently, on this paper we tackle the trouble of wide
variety plate detection in natural scene photos. We propose a unified deep neural network and
CNN, which localize the pictures of range plate. In contrast to current device which take
number plate detection and popularity as two separate responsibilities and works step by step
one after the opposite, our method solves these two tasks together in an unmarried network
approach.
Objectives: The main Objective is to detect the number plate and recognise the labels in the
number plate using deep neural network approach
Methods: The methods involved are:
1.Feature Extraction: In this method to remove the unwanted data the frame should undergo
pre-processing.
2.Model Training: To make the model learn, it needs to be trained on the dataset.
3.Number Plate Detection: Here we detect the number plate of the vehicle from real scene
images.
4.Character Recognition: In this method we recognise the characters in the detected number
plate of the vehicle.
Conclusions: The jointly trained network for Vehicle Number plate detection and the character
recognition of the labels in the number plate is presented. With this community, the automobile
range plates can be detected and identified all of sudden in a single forward bypass, with each
high accuracy and performance. By using sharing convolutional functions with both detection
and reputation network, the version size decreases in large part. The whole community may be
about educated cease-to-give up, without intermediate steps like photograph cropping or person
separation and segmentation. Within the future, we will enlarge our network to multi-oriented
vehicle license plates. Further, with the time evaluation, it is located that take approximately
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1/2 of the complete processing time. Consequently, we are able to optimize to accelerate the
processing speed.
Keywords: Deep Neural Network, Non-max Suppression, Image processing technology,
Detection and Recognition.
1. Introduction
Automobile wide variety plate detection and recognition has emerged as the primary part of
our lives. The concept of self-sustaining monitoring of automobiles is allowing many
probabilities of changing essential transportation structures. ANPR (automatic quantity Plate
recognition) era is contributing closer to the smart transportation systems and is disposing of
the want of human involvement. It's far not just the digital camera, with the advancement in
technology the mobiles are deployed in the vehicle, due to this advancement of clever phone
generation many other structures have end up hand-held too. This gadget recognises the
registered range plate without a extra necessities. Human beings pick to migrate from rural
regions to towns most probable which will increase the visitors within the roadway regions.
This gadget can come across and examine big volumes of information which may be seen in
large volumes of moving vehicles. Its miles utilized in distinct varieties of utility such as get
entry to manipulate, parking management, tolling, user billing, shipping tracking, visitors’
management, policing and safety offerings, client offerings and instructions and many other
offerings. The car variety Plate Detection and recognition using Deep Neural Networks takes
the input as images from the herbal scene by means of the use of digital camera or either by
captured photographic films or nonetheless pix. Then convert this photograph into the text
format by way of the use of picture processing era and suitable methods.
2. Objectives
The primary concept of this system is to layout and increase powerful photograph processing
techniques and algorithms to localize the license plate in the captured photo, to divide the
characters from that range plate and to discover each person of the segment by using the usage
of the Open Computer vision Library. This has been carried out in K-NN algorithm and python
programming language. Many applications may be applied with the aid of the use of this
system, inclusive of safety, dual carriageway speed detection, violation of mild, identity of
handwritten text, discovery of stolen vehicles, automatic price series systems.
3. Methods
1.FEATURE EXTRACTION:
From the given input i.e., video or image, the frames are extracted. In these frames we
need to find the frame which contain number plate. Then to remove the unwanted data the
frame should undergo pre-processing. After that the specific algorithm is used for finding
vehicle number plate. The next step is to segment the characters of the number plate. Later
feature extraction is done using the algorithm DNN with CNN and RNN.
2.MODEL TRAINING:
To make the model learn, it needs to be trained on the dataset. Here, Vehicle Number
plate Detection and Recognition uses the YOLOV4 model on each image. It is the best model
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for object detection. YOLOV4 is used in many applications. These are trained for dividing the
image based on different object. For each object it will give a bounding box around it.
3.NUMBER PLATE DETECTION:
In traditional method, the number plate detection mainly focuses on the feature
extraction from the scene. In Present days for detection of number plate they have developed
different methods based on the edge, texture etc. Number plate detection plays a critical role in
this paper because if we detect the plate correctly then only, we can do the further process such
as character segmentation and recognition of the labels or characters on the plate. So, we need
to consider different techniques for detecting the number plate correctly. After the
advancements in Deep learning, many authors have implemented object detectors based on
CNN.
Here, this paper uses YOLOV4 for the object detection and run the non-max
suppression on the detection. The Non-max suppression is used for selecting the bounding box
which is the best one for the required object and it removes all other bounding boxes which are
not approximate. The non-max suppression also gives the objectiveness score for the objects.
4.CHARACTER RECOGNITION:
By using KNN technique we classify the contours of the number plate. Depending on the
size the contours are segmented. The distances between characters are calculated by using
Pythagoreans theorem and angles between characters are calculated using basic trigonometry.
Then we turn the image of the number plate to the grey scale image. Then remove the fake
responses. The next step is for determining the correct edges apply double threshold. After
detecting the edges, the contours are traced. These characters are used for recognizing the labels
on the number plate.
4. Results

Fig 1: The Number Plate Detection with the Objective Score.
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Fig 2. Plate Detection and Character Recognition of the Number Plate of A vehicle.
5. Discussion
In order to run the application first we need to open our required document and model. To
run the code, use the software visual studio or command prompt. For the further process copy
the path of the document folders which are needed to run. For executing the code in command
prompt select the path as following: for example
C:\Users\BQIN\Desktop\LICENCE
PLATE
DETECTION\LICENCE
PLATE
DETECTION\yolov4-custom-functions
Then copy the path into the command prompt and install the required packages to run the
code. After detection of Number plate apply the (OCR) Optical Character Recognition on the
detected number plate. The result is as shown in the above figure 2.
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